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Abstract

During the last years, many change projects in organizations did not have the planned success. Therefore at first, the causes for these

failures and the success factors contributing to organizational change have to be discussed. To get better results, a comprehensive change

management concept has been developed and tested in an ongoing research project. By using concepts for an integrated assessment and

design of organizations, an approach for analyzing the current situation has been elaborated to identify ‘‘lack of integration’’ in the

change initiatives of a company. To realize an integrated overall approach of modernization by harmonizing different methods and

concepts, first, one has to prove their relationship to policy and strategy (vertical harmonization). The second step is to take into account

the fact that there has to be a logical fit between the single concepts (horizontal harmonization). But even if all elements are logically

coherent, that does not mean that the people working in the company also see this coherence. Therefore, in addition to the ‘‘logical fit’’,

one has to examine the ‘‘psychological fit’’. In the end, a concept for analyzing the status quo in an organization as a result of ‘‘objective

data’’ and ‘‘subjective data’’ originated.

Subsequently, instruments for harmonizing different modernizing concepts have been applied. As part of the comprehensive change

management concept participatory ergonomic approaches have been used during the project. The present study shows this approach in

the case of one company.

r 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Success factors contributing to organizational change

Looking at change initiatives in the last decades, one can
see that in most cases they only focussed on single issues,
such as cost reduction or process improvement, and only
led to limited success. There are different causes for these
failures, which can be found in the discussion of some
critical factors for success:
�
 The deployment from long-term strategy of the company
and the ability to make the necessary resources available
(Westphal and Fredrickson, 2001; Whipp, 1991).

�
 An adequate participation of the individuals and groups

affected by the changes—particularly the employees—
instead of expert-driven approaches (Bouckenooghe and
e front matter r 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Devos, 2007; Lines, 2004; Kuorinka and Forcier, 1995).

�
 Consideration of the impact of company’s or plant’s

culture (Jones et al., 2005; Lines, 2004).

�
 Coherence between different change initiatives; mana-

ging them not in an isolated but in a holistic process
(Cao and Mc Hugh, 2005).

�
 Emphasis on structures and behavior and considering

the interdependencies between them (Cao and Mc
Hugh, 2005; Koch and Stemann, 2005).

�
 Change initiatives seen as an evolutionary process but

not as time-limited programs (Kuorinka and Forcier,
1995).

2. Characteristics of comprehensive change

management concepts

At first glance, the critical success factors may seem to be
very different, but on a more abstract level, every change
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Fig. 1. Dimensions of integration.
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initiative can be understood as a challenge of integration
with an ‘‘objective’’ as well as a ‘‘subjective’’ dimension
(Fig. 1).

In the objective (or logical) dimension, a strategic
alignment of all change initiatives has to be realized within
an integrated overall concept. Comprehensive production
systems, which have been developed and implemented
particularly in the automotive industries during the last
decades—and usually modeled on the Toyota Production
System (Liker, 2004)—may serve as a framework for
linking various methods and different concepts while
referring to only a few general principles (Feggeler and
Neuhaus, 2002). But in most cases, these production
systems solely focus on manufacturing and do not take
into account other subsystems of the company’s overall
strategy. Therefore, Business Models, e.g. those based on
international Excellence Models, may provide a more
suitable framework, which has to be filled according to the
specific situation of a company. Examples are the
Australian Business Excellence Framework (SAI, 2004),
the Baldrige Criteria for Performance Excellence (NIST,
2006), and the EFQM Excellence Model (EFQM, 2003).
These models include the idea of Policy Deployment, i.e.
the deployment of all activities from policy and strategy, as
well as the adjustment and interconnection of different
activities. In either case, the specific organizational situa-
tion and business environment has to be considered in
order to design a customized overall approach that really
fits the company’s needs (Korge, 2003; Feggeler and
Neuhaus, 2002).

In the ‘‘subjective’’ dimension, an understanding of the
relationship between the company’s strategic goals and the
planned change initiatives is a prerequisite for under-
standing and acceptance among the employees, which are
expected to put the change into practice. In addition, the
integration of single initiatives into an overall concept has
to be illustrated to the employees. This helps to prevent
‘‘change weariness’’ that can result from too many changes
seemingly unrelated to each other. In contrast to the
‘‘logical’’ dimension, this can be referred to as the
‘‘psychological’’ dimension of integration. In this context,
participatory approaches of change management may
improve the information flow and foster a better under-
standing of the ‘‘whole system’’ (Kutilainen et al., 1998)—
besides other benefits, such as a better use of the employ-
ees’ knowledge and a greater commitment to the changes
(e.g. Noro and Imada, 1991; Wilson and Haines, 1997).

Expert-driven approaches without an adequate partici-
pation of the employees are insufficient because they
concentrate only on the logical dimension while neglecting
the challenge of subjective integration from the employees’
perspective. A passive or even negative attitude against
change initiatives may be the result. The same conse-
quences may arise from consultant-driven standardized
concepts or standardized change programs that are pushed
by corporate headquarters without considering the specific
culture of the respective company or plant. Such
approaches may also cause a lack of integration in the
psychological dimension. In this sense, there is also a need
for a leadership approach that focuses explicitly on the role
of leaders as managers of change and on sustainable
quality enhancing participation at different hierarchical
levels (Lakshman, 2006).
An ongoing research project funded by the German

Federal Government1 deals with the question of how to
design and implement an integrated change concept that
assures logical as well as psychological coherence. A
systematic analysis of the current state in the companies
that participate in this project has been the starting point
for the development and implementation of company-
specific approaches. In order to identify objective as well as
subjective ‘‘lack of integration’’, a framework-based
analysis of the current state has been combined with a
participatory workshop approach.

3. Participatory analysis of the current state

The procedure for the analysis of the current state should
lead to a description of the present situation, which can be
accepted by all different groups in the organization. From
this description, it should be possible to deploy a practical
course of action and first steps for realizing a customized
overall change concept. Because, some time ago, two of the
companies within this research project had started to
implement Toyota-style production systems, a special
attention during the analysis has been turned to system
elements that have already been implemented. Another
focal point should be the question of how change initiatives
have been put into practice in the past.
The ‘‘Integration Framework’’ described below is at the

core of this approach, which aims at checking the
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horizontal and vertical coherence of the change initiatives
in a company and identifying specific strengths and areas
for improvement. It was developed for manufacturing
companies but, in principle, it is transferable to other
industries.

The framework is mainly based on two established
models (Zink, 2002):
Missions

�
 The St. Gallen Management Model (Bleicher, 2004).
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Fig. 2. Normative, strategic, and operational management (Bleicher,

2004).
The EFQM Excellence Model (EFQM, 2003).

The analysis of the current state based on this frame-
work is the initial point for the development and
implementation of a company-specific integrated change
concept. As a result, it not only delivers statements
concerning the present state of the integration process,
particularly, about objective and subjective ‘‘lack of
integration’’, but also provides direction for intervention
strategies. Therefore, even though it was developed as an
approach for a qualitative descriptive analysis, it also
includes prescriptive design aspects.

4. The St. Gallen Management Model

The Management Model as described below was first
published in 1991 by Knut Bleicher. It takes up a system-
oriented perspective and draws on earlier models that have
been developed at the University of St. Gallen (Ulrich,
1984). Bleicher’s model (Fig. 2) provides a frame of
reference for the analysis and solution of management
problems. Its main purpose is to point out the essential
problem areas of management and their interdependencies
in a concise but nevertheless elaborated manner. For
this purpose, Bleicher takes up the three management
levels as defined by Ulrich and Fluri (1992) (normative,
strategic, and operational) and combines them with the
harmonization of the different aspects of management
(structures, activities, and behavior). So nine ‘‘dimensions’’
of management that are highly interdependent on each
other emerge. The dynamic of the environment leads to the
necessity of adjusting the management process to changed
conditions.

Besides the integrating power of a common vision, this
concept is holistic because of its horizontal and vertical
integration. This is given, according to Bleicher, by a fit
between—but also within—all dimensions, based on a
harmonizing process (Fig. 3).

Horizontal integration means that all ‘‘instruments’’ and
resulting activities are related to structures and behavior.
Taking corporate policy and goals as an example, they
depend as well on the corporate bylaws as on corporate
culture.

Vertical integration includes the consistent transforma-
tion of normative contents in strategic ones, and strategic
ones in operational ones. In this sense, practical leadership
or cooperation behavior depends on a strategy-oriented
leadership concept, which is directly based on corporate
culture as a normative frame. Regarding the aspects of
policy deployment, the multidimensionality of contents
and structures is of particular importance. The content-
oriented multidimensionality has been described by
Bleicher by dimensions such as ‘‘goals oriented toward
stakeholders’ needs’’, ‘‘development orientation’’ as well
as ‘‘economic’’ and ‘‘societal orientation of goals’’. The
multidimensionality regarding structures has to assure that
there is not only a vertical deployment process, as given by,
e.g. a Management by Objectives approach, but also a
horizontal goal balance.
Technological, organizational, and human factors have

to be balanced (Vink et al., 1998) to get a ‘‘horizontal fit’’.
But there are more preconditions for a ‘‘horizontal fit’’ to
realize an integrative approach. On the one hand, this is the
coordination of all activities within the value-creation
chain (Porter, 1985), e.g. product development, procure-
ment, production, and sales. On the other hand, Bleicher’s
‘‘basic fit’’ is, strictly speaking, also ‘‘horizontal’’, because
it refers to one and the same level—e.g. the elements of a
production system. In this respect, three different types of
horizontal integration can be distinguished—using this
enlarged perspective:
�
 Fit of the elements within the same dimension (accord-
ing to Bleicher’s ‘‘basic fit’’).

�
 Fit between related elements of a value-creation chain

(including support systems).
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�
 Fit between behavior-related, personal aspects and
structural, technical aspects.

5. The Excellence Model of the European Foundation for

Quality Management (EFQM)

Like around the globe since 1992, there is also a specific
European Excellence Model. On the basis of this model,
the European Foundation for Quality Management
annually awards companies delivering excellent solutions
in satisfying their relevant stakeholders (shareholders,
customers, people, and society). The model has been
revised and improved several times.

The model contains two groups of criteria: the so-called
‘‘Enablers’’ and the ‘‘Results’’. The Results criteria show
what the organization has achieved, and the Enablers are
preconditions for Results. These models (like the Baldrige
Criteria for Performance Excellence Model or the Aus-
tralian Business Excellence Framework) can serve as a
basis for a self-assessment applied by an organization to
gather a broader range of data—instead of only financial
figures. (Zink, 1998; Zink and VoX, 1998).

As the mentioned Excellence Models meet the criteria of
an integrated management approach as described by
Bleicher, we used the ‘‘Enabler’’ part of the EFQM
Excellence Model for our analyses of the current state,
but with some modifications. The following figure shows
the criteria of the framework (Fig. 4).

Leadership, Policy and Strategy, People, Partnerships
and Resources, and Processes and their criterion parts have
been analyzed looking at aspects of vertical and horizontal
integration, participation, and changeability.

We focused solely on the Enabler criteria (Criteria 1–5)
of the EFQM model to directly contrast the approaches of
the management, which should be intended logically, with
the perception and interpretation of the employees. The
‘‘Measures of People’s Perceptions’’—normally done by a
survey—which usually are documented in criterion part 7a
of the ‘‘regular’’ EFQM Model are directly confronted
with the respective Enabler criteria. Therefore, e.g. the
statements within the criterion ‘‘Policy and Strategy’’:
‘‘The organization has a systematic approach for policy
deployment in place’’ may be confronted with the
survey results of the question ‘‘I know the goals of my
department’’ or ‘‘I know the relationship between my work
and the goals of the company’’. Using this approach, the
gaps between the ‘‘objective’’ and ‘‘subjective’’ integration
can be shown—and communicated to the management.
We saw one aspect which was not addressed in the

EFQM criteria—and therefore added one item. Whereas
behavioral demands on managers (to act as role models)
are included, no corresponding expectations are formu-
lated for employees. Therefore, we added a criterion part 3f
‘‘Employees understand and support the change of the
organization’’.
Overall, the integration framework includes 25 criterion

parts, of whom some are indispensable and others
(like ‘‘technology is managed’’) are optional in the analysis
of the current state.

6. Steps of the analysis of the current state

The integration framework provides a structure for a
four-stage analysis process (Fig. 5).

6.1. Analysis of documents

First, the contents of vision brochures, strategy papers,
existing feedback reports from self-assessments, results of
maturity assessments, results of employee surveys, etc., are
assigned to the various criteria of the framework and then
strengths and areas for improvement in comparison to the
model requirements are recorded.
The document analysis focuses on the ‘‘objective’’ level

of integration, i.e. on the examination of the coherence
between different approaches and their contribution to
corporate strategy from an expert view. By considering the
existing results of employee surveys in the document
analysis, discrepancies between the (at least intended)
logical planning of the management and the employees’
perceptions may already be discovered in this early stage of
the analysis. If no results of a previous employee survey are
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available, the document analysis can be complemented
with interviews of employees.

The analysis of documents provides a first synopsis of
strengths and areas for improvement, with a special
emphasis on integration, participation, and the ability to
change. The results serve as a structured input into the
second step, the so-called Max-Mix-Workshop.

6.2. Max-Mix-Workshop

On the basis of the results of the document analysis, a so-
called Max-Mix-Workshop takes place. Max-Mix stands
for Maximum Mixture; this means that the participants of
the workshop should be chosen in a way that a ‘‘micro-
cosm’’ of the organization is created. This ‘‘microcosm’’
should represent the entire organization or the relevant
organizational unit including all its interfaces.

In the workshop, the participants develop a mutual
description of the current state of the change processes in
the company, i.e. a list of the most essential strengths and
areas for improvement. Subsequently, fields of action to
resolve the identified ‘‘lacks of integration’’ are recorded.
Methods to be applied in the workshop may include not
only moderated discussions and brainstorming but also
large group methods such as World Café (Brown and
Isaacs, 2005).

6.3. Summary and documentation of results

The summary of all results of the analysis leads to a
comprehensive documentation, in which the current state is
reflected within the structure of the criteria of the integration
framework. Fig. 6 shows an example for one criterion part.
This documentation should be easy to understand and

communicate, show the current situation regarding inte-
gration, the extent of participation and the ability to
change. On the basis of the proposals made in the Max-
Mix-Workshops, a presentation concerning measures and
next steps can be prepared.

6.4. Management review

The analysis of the current situation will be finished by a
management review. After a presentation of results and
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proposals, a decision can be made for the course of action
(topics, resources, responsibilities, departments, schedule,
milestones, etc.).
7. Case study

7.1. Results of the analysis of the current state

In the following, the main findings of the analysis of the
current state in one company will be outlined. Then, an
intervention scheme that was derived from these findings
will be described.
The company is a major automotive supplier. Directly

involved in the research project is a plant with about 6000
employees. The strategic goals of this plant are aligned with
a vision, which also includes aspects of the production
system. In the context of the research project, strategies
and procedures are developed and tested to adapt a
headquarter-driven production system to the plant-specific
situation.
The analysis of the current state showed the following

positive points:
�

of r
The vision and the strategic goals are widely known in
the plant and give orientation to the employees.

�
 The employees’ awareness concerning their influ-

ence on quality, customer satisfaction, and productivity
is high.

�
 Goals and the deployment process to spread out these

goals are visualized consistently on the shop floor and
communicated to the employees.
esults (excerpt).
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�
 Change projects go on well if managers are present and
see themselves as ‘‘promoters’’.

�
 Different approaches for improvement of processes

already exist.

�
 Employee participation works well in established

systems, e.g. within the employee suggestion system.

Areas for improvement can be primarily derived from
the following results:
�
 Employees question the need and the usefulness of
sudden changes (e.g. rearrangement of shifts).

�
 No shared understanding of change projects (‘‘commu-

nication is what is understood’’).

�
 Change projects are not finished properly and ‘‘peter

out’’ without being structurally anchored.

�
 The support by so-called process facilitators during

change projects is frequently ended too early and leaves
gaps in the process.

�
 ‘‘Strengthening personal responsibility at all levels’’ is a

main area for improvement.

�
 Ideas and suggestions beyond the formal employee

suggestion system are not picked up.

7.2. Development of a process model for change projects

In order to tackle these problems, the management
decided to develop an ideal type of process model for
change projects in the context of the production system
(Fig. 7). Since an insufficient ‘‘psychological fit’’ was
identified as the main challenge, the most important
purposes were better information and involvement of the
employees.

So far, the model has been tested for the implementation
of a new Continuous Improvement Process (CIP) on shop
floor level in two manufacturing departments. This CIP
Fig. 7. Process model f
includes a standardized approach for sustainable problem-
solving, which results in a fundamental change to the
nature of the Kaizen groups that had been implemented
some years ago. The exemplified application of the process
model for change projects illustrates not only the way of
using it in practice but also some problems that arose
during the implementation of the new CIP.
The ‘‘Phase of Information and Creating Awareness’’

represents the central anacrusis of every change project: in
this period, the foundations are laid for a durable
acceptance of the introduced measures at all hierarchical
levels. The ‘‘Phase of Action’’ covers the change measures
and also the evaluation of interim results and their
integration into the further process. In the ‘‘Phase of
Anchoring,’’ the project status is given up in favor of a
durable implementation of the new elements of the
production system.
There are seven steps which consider the two central

requirements on successful processes of change: integration
and participation. The role of the process facilitator is
important within this process: being not a part of the
subsystem affected by the change and taking over all
‘‘neutral’’ tasks such as moderation, facilitation, or
guidance in review processes, the process facilitator has—
under ideal circumstances—special competencies and
experiences from other departments and projects. During
the pilot project, the process facilitator is supported by two
external action researchers. Their support includes mode-
ration tasks (especially within large group workshops) as
well as instruction and assistance in preparing, conducting,
and analyzing guided interviews.

7.2.1. Preparation

In a first step, the change project has to be prepared by
assessing the necessary resources as well as the required
time period for implementation. In addition, the detailed
or change projects.
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arrangement of the change project is influenced by different
parameters.

The process facilitator is the expert for this phase as
he/she has the necessary experience with regard to the
details of the change project (see check list) (Fig. 8).

The application of the check list indicated that during
the implementation of the new CIP, the necessary change
of behavior is more fundamental than the technical change.
Technical change mainly refers to a new Problem-Solving
Sheet that represents the four steps of a problem-solving
cycle. The sheet’s purpose is to structure the activities
of the Kaizen groups and to assure documentation of
problems, causes, measures, and results.

The behavioral change required for sustainable imple-
mentation of the CIP includes active involvement of
employees of all levels and functions into problem-solving
and the application of the Problem-Solving Sheet within all
Kaizen groups. This implies a turning away from expert-
driven approaches, which characterized problem-solving in
the departments so far and a totally different form of
Kaizen groups, which often used to be unstructured in
the past.

7.2.2. Involvement of the department manager

In a second step, the process of change is started in the
relevant organizational unit. The process facilitator acti-
vely involves the head of the department. Finally, he/she
should not only take over the official management of the
change project as a part of the ‘‘Guiding Coalition’’
(Kotter, 1996, 51ff), but also be the mentor for the
supervisors at the next level. This approach shows a
‘‘Mentoring Cascade’’ along the hierarchical levels and
strengthens a crucial aspect of change processes: the
development of confidence of the employees in their
Check list for the preparation phase

Which extent has the technical change?

Which extent has the necessary 
behavior change?

How many persons are affected by this 
change?

projects of the production system? 
Which other projects are realized in the 
business unit at the same time?

How is the project connected with other 

Fig. 8. Check list for th
supervisors (cf. Lines et al., 2005), which is the basis for
a successful top-down approach.
The process facilitator informs the head of the depart-

ment about the change plan and the respective goals.
He/she explains connections to other change projects and
its integration with the overall strategy. Furthermore,
he/she points out the importance of this change project to
the department. Specific conditions (e.g. current quality or
productivity problems, change readiness of the employees)
have to be considered when the next steps are planned. The
project management is passed over to the department
manager. Both process facilitator and department manager
prepare the kick-off in the respective department.
From the beginning, the managers of the two manu-

facturing departments involved in the pilot project
were very open-minded about the new CIP and the
participatory change management approach. Their perso-
nal commitment was extremely helpful during the further
implementation process as they acted as promoters for the
change project and as role models for the approach
of sustainable problem-solving lying at the core of the
new CIP.

7.2.3. Involvement of the shop floor supervisors

The integration of the shop floor supervisors takes place
in a workshop. The head of department introduces himself
as the project manager, describes the goals and the next
steps within the change project, and finally encourages the
participants to take part actively. The process facilitator is
the moderator of the event. Finally, the participants should
have received all relevant information concerning the
change project and they should know how this project is
embedded in all other activities of the plant. The workshop
has a dialogue-oriented character.
->The larger the technical change, the 
more technical support 

->The larger the necessary behavior 
change, the more process support 

->The larger the necessary behavior 
,

->A low number of persons: 
participation of all

->

->

-
tion of a representative sample of 
persons (e.g. Max-Mix-Principle)

project map, which is also appropriate 
for communication on shop floor 
level

change the more participation

A large number of persons: participa

Preparation of a well arranged

e preparation phase.
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The ‘‘dramaturgy’’ of the event is based on a three-step
approach, which has proven to influence the success
positively: the clarification of the dissatisfaction with the
present situation, the attractiveness of the change vision,
and the clarity about first measures. To make a change
project successful, the change readiness of the employees
resulting from these factors must be higher than the
resistances to the change (cf. Dannemiller Tyson Associ-
ates, 2000) (Fig. 9).

Among other things, an important function of this
workshop is the transfer of the mentor role to the shop
floor supervisors. They are the daily contact persons of the
employees on the shop floor level. Therefore, they play a
key role in the sustainable success of the change project.
Their understanding and their conviction regarding the
change plan are prerequisites by which the employees on
the shop floor level are also motivated.

The results of this workshop influence the further
planning of the change. The process facilitator (together
with the department manager) is responsible to adjust
the implementation plan according to the results of the
workshop.

Within the pilot project, the workshop was conducted
with a representative sample of shop floor supervisors
from the two departments involved. They clearly saw
the necessity for improvements in sustainable problem-
solving as they struggled with several errors and
nonconformities that occurred again and again, even
after they had been temporarily fixed by technical
measures. The workshop participants generally appre-
ciated the proposed problem-solving approach but they
worried about an increase of bureaucracy due to the larger
extent of standardization and the documentation tasks
coming along with the new Problem-Solving Sheet.
Therefore, the sheet was adjusted and simplified before
implementation.

In addition, a decision was made to establish an
‘‘expanded steering committee’’ incorporating members
from all hierarchical levels of the department. During the
further change process, this committee convened on a
Agenda for a workshop to involve the shop floor supervisors

Dissatisfaction:

What does not run well? What bothers us sometimes?

Vision:Vision:

Information about the change project: Where we are now / where we
want to be / why we have to change / what we have to do

Agreement about the „project map“: underline connection with other:
projects / topics

Reflection: What will be different in our work? What will be better?
What problems may arise?

First Measures:

What do we need to do that it works? What is our role? What kind of
support do we need? What are the next steps?

Fig. 9. Agenda for a workshop.
monthly basis in order to track the implementation process
and to develop corrective measures if needed.

7.2.4. Kick-off on shop floor level

The second workshop is for the manufacturing staff.
Shop floor supervisors and process facilitators are respon-
sible for preparing and conducting this workshop. The
agenda is similar to the previous one: at first, dissatisfac-
tions with the current situation are sampled, then visions
and goals of the change project are presented, and finally,
first steps and measures are developed in teamwork and
jointly decided. One of the workshop’s focal points is to
work out the benefit of the change initiative not only for
the company as a whole but also for every single employee.
Another important purpose is to provide clarity about the
change project and to point out its integration with the
production system and the overall strategy. At the same
time, the workshop marks the beginning of the joint work
on the change project since first measures are decided,
which later on will be realized at the production and
assembly lines.
Because of the large number of manufacturing staff in

the pilot departments, it was decided not to conduct special
workshops for information and communication about the
new CIP. Instead, the topic was integrated with the daily
meetings, which team leaders hold with their staff at the
beginning of each shift. It was clear that this approach
included the risk of different grades of information and
participation between the teams. But it has been seen as the
only pragmatic way to get all manufacturing staff involved
in this phase of the project.

7.2.5. Implementation

After the kick-off workshop, the new elements of the
company’s production system are implemented. For a
successful implementation, it is necessary that all employ-
ees have a clear understanding of their role in the change
project. Another prerequisite is an effective communication
between the different functions and hierarchical levels.
Participation in this phase depends on the characteristics

of the specific project. For instance, shop floor supervisors
and manufacturing staff may be involved in the definition
of standards.
Employees’ involvement is an integral part of the new

CIP, which is to be implemented in the pilot project.
The CIP approach requires the active participation of all
employees in problem-solving within the Kaizen groups.
That does not mean that each employee has to attend every
Kaizen team meeting but that each has to be involved in
solving at least one problem in 12 months.
Once a problem is identified, a so-called problem owner

is selected and he/she initiates and moderates the Kaizen
team, leads through the problem-solving process, and is in
charge of documentation of the steps taken for defining the
problem, analyzing causes, developing measures, and
tracking the implementation of these measures. Generally,
a team leader or his deputy is selected to be the problem
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owner, but in principle every employee who has attended
training courses in moderation techniques and in working
with the Problem-Solving Sheet can take this role.

7.2.6. Interim review

In order to identify needs for improvement or adjust-
ment, interim results are gathered during the implementa-
tion phase. In addition, this is also a chance to get the
employees involved again. This can be done by guided
interviews, which the process facilitator conducts with a
representative sample of employees or, even better, by
another interactive workshop that includes all relevant
functions and levels.

The following questions may serve as a structure for this
workshop: What is the current state of the project from
management’s perspective? How have concerns and sug-
gestions of the employees been considered so far? What is
working well from employees’ perspective? What is
different than it was supposed to be? How do we have to
adjust our approach?

Additional questions that should be asked regularly
during implementation are: What other projects are there
at the moment? Are there synergies or conflicts of goals
between the different projects?

The guided interviews conducted with 11 team leaders
and direct manufacturing staff in the pilot departments
showed mixed results. On the one hand, the participatory
implementation process was judged very positive and the
majority of the interviewees saw a clear benefit of the CIP
for their own work; on the other hand, the Problem-
Solving Sheet was not permanently used in the Kaizen
team meetings because the problem owners considered it to
be too complex for smaller problems within the manufac-
turing process. In addition, a majority of the interviewed
manufacturing staff did not completely understand the
relation between the new CIP and the plant’s cost and lead
time objectives. They regarded the Kaizen meetings not
only as useful for the improvement of product quality but
also as costly and difficult to reconcile with quantitative
production goals. Also, the relationship between the new
CIP approach and other elements of the production system
remained unclear to some interviewees.

Overall, the results indicated that convincing the team
leaders of the necessity of the Problem-Solving Sheet and
enabling them to explain the whole CIP approach and its
integration with the plant’s and the department’s strategy
to their staff was crucial for sustainable implementation.
Therefore, the expanded steering committee decided to
conduct half-day interim workshops with the team leaders
and other shop floor supervisors each 3 months until the
new CIP approach will be permanently anchored in day-to-
day business. One of those workshops resulted in a further
revision of the Problem-Solving Sheet to adjust it to the
requirements of the team leaders, who in most cases are the
problem owners directly working with this sheet.

After two workshops had been held, guided interviews
were conducted with eight team leaders and manufacturing
staff. The results clearly indicated improved acceptance of
the CIP approach and a higher grade of employee
involvement into problem-solving. Nevertheless, a decision
was made to pursue the workshops to further enhance the
stability of the CIP.
An interim review of the change process, which the

action researchers conducted within the expanded steering
committee, showed that there are positive impacts that go
beyond the implementation of the new CIP. The committee
members declared that the participatory approach
strengthened trust and openness in the two pilot depart-
ments and led to better communication not only between
different hierarchy levels but also between different
functions and teams. These findings correspond with the
positive results regarding the change process that were
gathered from the guided interviews.

7.2.7. Final review

In the last phase of the process model, the project status
is ended: the changes shall now be integrated with the
workflows or in the work organization, etc. in the sense of
an established standard. The review takes place organized
as a workshop. The process facilitator is in charge of this.
All relevant functions, hierarchical levels, and areas have to
be represented. If necessary, guided interviews are con-
ducted in preparing the workshop, to integrate the views of
the employees in a structured form. In the workshop,
the following questions are jointly answered: What is the
current state of the project? How have concerns and
suggestions of the employees been considered? What is the
result like? What has been successful? What has not been
reached? What are the consequences? How did the process
run? What did we learn? How will we continue? In
addition, the workshop serves to clarify the end of the
supported process of change by the facilitator and to verify
the roles in the ‘‘operational phase’’ of the changes. In this
respect, it also marks the transition from a definite
‘‘episodic change’’ to a ‘‘continuous change,’’ i.e. an
ongoing and evolving improvement process (Weick and
Quinn, 1999; Carayon, 2006).
After this review workshop, the project results can be

summarized by the process facilitator and the management
and compared with the goals intended. The project results
may be communicated and transferred to other units of the
company.
So far, the final review has not been performed in the

pilot project, because the change process is still ongoing
and the new CIP does not have the necessary maturity and
stability yet. Nevertheless, a so-called information market
was arranged to share experiences of the department
handling the pilot project with other departments that will
implement the new CIP.
Even though the pilot project has not been completely

finished and evaluated yet, the head of the organizational
development department decided to make the process
model the obligatory framework for every implementation
of new elements or methods of the production system and
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the changes connected with that (e.g. in the work
organization).

8. Summary

The approach described in this study helps to identify
and to remove weak points and ‘‘lack of integration’’
in the change initiatives of a company. This participatory
and dialogue-oriented approach offers the possibility of
closing knowledge gaps suitably as well as strengthening
acceptance and confidence. This is attributed to the fact
that information is not passed on in an isolated way
but is attached to the problems and questions of the
persons affected. The actual degree of understanding
and acceptance determines the way of information and
the way to involve organizational members to play an
active role in the change project. The dialogue-oriented
design of the workshops already from the very beginning
of this process provides the possibility to clarify the
different expectations about the results of participatory
approaches of employees and of management (cf. Hill and
Huq, 2004, 1026 ff.).

A basic principle of the process model is to reduce the
role of the process facilitator to a presenter and supporter
early in the process and give the main responsibility to the
concerned organizational units. This seems primarily to be
important with regard to the sustainable anchorage of the
change project. The described procedure also focuses on
the way to make aware that the innovations are part of a
more complex and comprehensive business model. There-
fore, their impact can only be understood in seeing the
‘‘whole picture’’. Another essential aspect that is realized
by the principle of the ‘‘Mentoring Cascade’’ is to enable
all levels step by step to understand and accept contents
and procedures to be able to pass this on to their
employees. This principle is also considered to be one of
the success factors of the Toyota Production Systems: ‘‘It is
one thing to realize that the Toyota Production System
(TPS) is a system of nested experiments through which
operations are constantly improved. It is another to have
an organization in which employees and managers at all
levels in all functions are able to live those principles and
teach others to apply them’’ (Spear, 2004, p. 80).

The described case gives an example of the development
of a plant-specific concept for change management based
on a systematic analysis using the criteria of the integration
framework. Since the project is still ongoing, there are, at
the moment, no final results of an evaluation of this process
model for change projects. This evaluation will be based on
objective as well as subjective criteria. Objective criteria
will be indicators directly related to the effectiveness of the
production system, like first pass yield, lead time, or the
results of maturity assessments, which are annually
conducted by the company’s headquarter. Subjective
criteria will be gathered from guided interviews with
employees regarding their acceptance of the implementa-
tion process and their attitude against the changes, which
have been implemented. The preliminary findings from the
interim reviews are promising.
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